Reflex modification in the electrodermal system: conceptual and methodological issues.
Reflex modification (RM) is the inhibition or facilitation of a reflex response by a stimulus (S1) occurring prior to a reflex-eliciting stimulus (S2). The present experiment investigated two issues: (1) whether RM may be confounded by orienting generated by changes in the experimental procedure, or habituation generated by repeated stimulus presentations; (2) whether the strength of RM is influenced by repeated pairing of S1 and S2, that is, classical conditioning. Two groups of subjects were given two series of stimulus presentations. Group A received first 10 S2-alone presentations, before 10 S1-S2 presentations. Group B received the stimuli in reversed order, that is, first 10 S1-S2 presentations, and then 10 S2-alone presentations. This design permits a comparison of unconfounded with confounded RM, as well as assessment of influences of learning. The results showed RM to be influenced by orienting caused by changes in the experimental procedure. The strength of RM tended to be gradually reduced as a function of the number of S1-S2 pairing, indicating that the orienting response to S1 habituated across trials. It is concluded that RM may be useful in the objective investigation of more complex cognitive processes.